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Perspective VMS® is certified with several hardware products and software applications. 

PVMS functions well with numerous physical security solutions. 

Here are a few with a proven track record.

Active Directory

Video Analytics

RFID Asset Tracking

Access Control Systems

Perimeter Alert Systems

Data Storage

Alarm Montoring

IP-Device Alerting

Cloud Concierge® provides full-featured, cloud-based access 
control services. When paired with LENSEC’s Perspective VMS®, 
the unified security platform gives customers the opportunity to 
leverage powerful functionality across the entire enterprise. Either 
Cloud Concierge® or PVMS may be used as the primary software 
to monitor security system assets.

HARDWARE CERTIFICATION
LENSEC takes measures to acquire Perspective VMS® 
hardware certification with relevant manufacturers. 
Perspective VMS® has been certified by numreous physical 
security hardware companies on their hardware. 

Software Integration extends the capabilities of Perspective 
VMS® by partnering with software companies and 
technology providers. Functional integrations unify the 
security interface into one platform that is easy to manage.

SOFTWARE INTEGRATION

Workflows enable users to integrate physical and logical 
inputs from physical security hardware into on-screen display 
actions or other notification alerts through associated 
objects, triggers, and actions.

WORKFLOWS SYSTEM HEALTH
System Health Notifications offer service alerts regarding 
servers, storage, IP-devices, and network services. Users may 
access tools and reports in order to help identify system 
health and faults.
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VIDEO MANAGEMENT SECURITY INTEGRATED WITH 

GALAXY CONTROL SYSTEMS SOFTWARE FOR SURVEILLANCE

ACCESS WITHOUT BORDERS



sales@lensec.com 

+1(713) 395-0800

Since 1998, LENSEC has been a trusted security 

manufacturer collaborating with technology 

partners, such as Galaxy Control Systems, to 

provide a powerful unified security platform. 
We listen closely to our end-users and security 

integrators to follow the best practices and 

improve Perspective VMS® based on useful 

feedback. 

LENSEC’s enterprise-level video management 

software, Perspective VMS® provides real power 

alongside integrated security solutions. PVMS 

streams and captures IP security camera video 

and incorporates video analytics, access control, 

and more into the software.

SURVEILLANCE VIDEO MANAGEMENT

UNIFYING PHYSICAL SECURITY

ACROSS THE ENTERPRISE

ACTIVE DIRECTORY

DYNAMIC NAVIGATION

HTML5 BROWSER-BASED

MULTI-VIEW MONITOR

GLOBAL SEARCH

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS

SIMPLE NAVIGATION

REPORTING TOOLS

info@galaxysys.com 

+1(301) 845-6600

GALAXY CLOUD CONCIERGE
VIDEO INTEGRATION

Cloud Concierge® provides full-featured, cloud-based access control services. When paired with LENSEC’s Perspective VMS®, the 

unified security platform gives customers the opportunity to leverage powerful functionality across the entire enterprise. Either 
Cloud Concierge® or Perspective VMS® can be used as the primary software to monitor security system assets. Users can keep 
an eye on employee use of access cards throughout the facility and access security video in real-time. True power is achieved 
when the systems work in unison to notify personnel about crucial events, calling up video as the event occurs. This provides 
opportunities to act upon notifications to sound alarms or lock/unlock doors.

Authorized personnel are able to access live and archived video, facility maps showing camera locations and views, while 
monitoring event activity from user dashboards. Event alarms from Cloud Concierge® will display as notifications in Perspective VMS®.

MOBILE APPS

SMS/TEXT ALERTS

LOGON ANYWHERE

CUSTOM REPORTS

FEATURES
DYNAMIC MAPPING

SCALABLE

BROWSER-BASED

ARCHIVE REDUNDANCY

BENEFITS

System Galaxy is a complete, 
enterprise-class access control and 

security management solution that 
offers unsurpassed ability to satisfy 
the requirements of any credential 
management, access control or 
security situation. with a user 
interface that’s easy to operate and 
system features that deploy in any 
combination, Galaxy easily fits any 
customer.

Galaxy Control Systems System Galaxy
FEATURES

ALARM PANEL SUPPORT

PASSBACK

DOOR GROUPS

CARD DATA IMPORT/EXPORT

REAL-TIME DEVICE STATUS

PVMS INTEGRATION

TIME & ATTENDANCE

USER STATUS

EVENT LOG OUTPUT

ID BADGING

WEB-BASED CREDENTIALING

CARDHOLDER

PERSONNEL
DOORS

ACCESS RULES

SCHEDULE

REPORTS

YOUR ACCESS TO 
INTEGRATED SECURITY SOLUTIONS

ACCESS WITHOUT BORDERS
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